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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

As the year progressed it became clear that 

the pandemic was far from over and our 

modified ways of working had to continue 

- sadly we have been unable to get back 

to face to face interaction with patients, 

and for the most part, with staff.  That 

doesn’t mean that we have been doing 

nothing – far from it – and our own staff 

have worked wonders in doing everything 

they can to continue our mission to bring 

art to the hospital environment and make 

the experience of staff and patients better. 

Sending out art packs on request to the 

wards and organising online art classes or 

events are only two examples of imaginative 

remote interventions by our staff. 

Despite everything, thanks to the sterling 

efforts of Sally Thomson and her senior 

team we obtained around £80,000 of project 

and resilience funding during the year from 

various sources, including Creative Scotland. 

This is remarkable at a time when the 

funding environment for charities is difficult. 

In addition, the Friends of GHAT continue 

to support us and their very successful 

“Postcards from Home” initiative brought 

us both more funding and more friends.

As a result we can look forward to a 

gradual exit from the pandemic with 

confidence. Most importantly, our service 

level agreement with NHS Grampian was 

renewed until 2024 and we look forward 

to supporting them as they tackle the 

return to “normality” and the problems 

that the pandemic will leave in its wake. 

Prof Hamish 

McKenzie  

Chairman

We are therefore in a better position than 

we might have expected as we push 

ahead with our Business Plan to extend our 

activities into the Aberdeenshire community 

wherever possible.  While the application of 

science has allowed us to anticipate, albeit 

cautiously, a future without lockdowns, 

we would argue that access to the arts 

has helped us through the pandemic and 

remains an important way to make life better 

afterwards. This has been a difficult time for 

our staff and as ever, I would like to express 

the Trustees’ thanks for their imagination 

and resilience in coping with everything 

that the pandemic has thrown at us. 

STUDY FOR SAFE HARBOUR MURAL  
by Kate Downie
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Sally Thomson 

Director

A WORD FROM THE DIRECTOR 

Undeniably, 2020 has been a year of loss 

and stress, but there have been a few 

positive rays along the journey. There is 

a long road ahead for recovery to pre-

pandemic services in healthcare settings.

As the UK moved into a full lockdown we 

asked ourselves how we could support 

the NHS, the patients we work with every 

day and the artists who rely on us for their 

income. It has taken a bit of time but we 

have managed to re-jig our services into 

virtual options. We know we need to be at 

the bed side but until things adjust that is not 

a possibility, but we have persevered and 

maintained a service. The work outlined in 

this review is a testament to the resilience 

and sheer doggedness of the GHAT 

team to keep going against the odds.

In 2019 we had funding for some 

fantastic new projects which were just 

about to be launched. As we moved 

into lockdown, these projects were 

re-scoped and the delivery models 

redesigned into virtual or hybrid versions. 

Our 2020 funding plans required some 

significant rethinking as the avenues for 

funding dried up or shut up shop. Luckily 

by August new funding streams were 

announced and we worked on gaining 

Adapt and Thrive funding from SCVO 

and other significant COVID funding, 

Sustaining Creative Development, from 

Creative Scotland. This has enabled us 

to re-imagine all our projects (again) and 

keep the full team employed for 2021.

A real positive for this year is the coming 

together of the GHAT team. It has not been 

easy but when Microsoft Teams was put in 

place we found we could meet with team 

members in an efficient and supportive 

manner. We have learnt new words such 

as mute, resilience, zoom, teams and 

lockdown. Alongside these new words 

there have been new skills which have 

allowed GHAT to grow as an organisation. 

I wish to thank each and every one of 

the magnificent GHAT team. Their work 

is often unsung as they are modest 

about their achievements but they have 

delivered above and beyond in 2020.

The pandemic has put a mini spanner 

in the works of our five year plan but 

with some creative new thinking it is 

just a pause. Watch this space.

BROKEN TRAWLER  
by Sylvia Wishart 
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PORTSOY HARBOUR
William John Connon

“ In July 2019 I was in Aberdeen Maternity Hospital waiting to 
be induced into labour. I was feeling terribly ill, but I thought 
that was just how you feel during pregnancy. As soon as I 
entered the room I noticed the artwork straight away, it was a 
drawing of Portsoy Harbour. 
 
On one of the toughest days of my life, I managed to focus 
on the art which gave me a chance to collect my thoughts 
and gather the strength to keep fighting. 
 
3 days after I gave birth, I was diagnosed with heart failure. I 
wasn’t feeling ill because I was pregnant, I was ill because I 
was dying.  
 
I don’t know anything about art, all I know is how that 
particular piece of art made me feel. Then I remembered 
about the hundreds of times I have had to walk through the 
corridors of ARI and how the artwork takes my mind off my 
worries. 
 
I never stopped to think how the art work got there or who 
the artists were. Looking back on that day and every time I 
have been in a Grampian Hospital, I now understand how 
important the Grampian Hospitals Art Trust is to millions of 
patients just like me whether they realise it or not. I will be 
forever grateful for GHAT and the work they have done.”

- Sarah Watt Patient
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EXHIBITIONS

TSAS gallery open to the NHSG 

staff during lockdown 

The Suttie Arts Space and Small Gallery, 

both in ARI, have been open to staff and 

patients since the first lockdown. We’ve 

thankfully been able to keep a changing 

exhibition programme, which has been 

a vital respite for NHSG staff needing a 

space to have lunch, to have a meeting, 

or just get away from it all while in ARI. 

Though our visitor numbers are of course 

less than usual, we’ve been able to 

engage people online via the professional 

images of each exhibition we produce. 

It’s at times like this that the 24/7 open 

nature of the GHAT galleries really comes 

into their own. With no booking system, no 

queues, and no funnelling through a gift 

shop, they really are unique places in which 

to spend time with quality exhibitions.

ART COLLECTION

Digitising the collection  

Since early 2020 we have been slowly but 

surely photographing artworks in the Art 

Collection, with the intention to make an 

online, easily accessed ‘digital’ collection. 

This won’t happen overnight, as yet we’ve 

done around 200 of roughly 3000 different 

artworks, but it will be an invaluable resource 

of images and info about the artist and their 

work, accessible to all for years to come, 

and a hugely important project that helps 

enhance the profile of the GHAT artworks 

as an important national collection.

AWA FOR A DICHT
This Artwork has been temporarily 

removed for repair and to photograph.
I'll be back lookin braw in nae time.

Sorry!

Get in touch! 
gram.hospitalsarttrust@nhs.scot

THE CASTLEGATE   
by Donald Addison

YELLOW STILL LIFE    
by Anna Davis

SUBTERRANEAN STREAM EXHIBITION    
by Rachel McClure
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‘SAYINGS IN THE SUTTIE’  
AND ‘LIFE AFTER COVID’

At the end of 2020 and moving into 2021, 

we transformed the walls of The Suttie Arts 

Space into one big diary as we asked NHS 

Staff and visitors to share their thoughts on 

life after COVID for our exhibition. We invited 

them to write about their thoughts about:

• Life after Covid

• Things that helped them cope

• Words of encouragement

• 2020 in 5 words

• What have they been thankful for?

The exhibition, Sayings in the Suttie, was 

created out of a desire to hear the voice 

of NHSG staff and was inspired by an idea 

created by the Intensive Care Unit staff 

at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary. The staff 

transformed one of their whiteboards 

into a dedicated space where they could 

share their own thoughts on what a life 

after COVID was going to be like

As part of the exhibition, GHAT 

commissioned Moray-based visual artist 

Graeme Roger to develop a digital artwork, 

‘Life After COVID‘, using the quotes by NHS 

Grampian staff left within  the gallery. 

The work was shown in The Suttie Arts 

Space during the exhibition run and then 

projected onto the car park opposite 

Aberdeen Royal Infirmary for an evening in 

February 2021 in a socially distanced event 

to thank the staff for the work they have been 

doing during an incredibly difficult year.

LIFE AFTER COVID

• Going on Holiday 

• A ceilidh 

• Airport – Australia – ditto 

• Football!! 

• Stay in a Bothy again! 

• When this is over, if it moves, I’m  
hugging it!

• Lots of cuddles and being together 

• Simple pleasures, sitting in a carpark, 
going to a caravan, having lunch 

• Meals at every restaurant still standing, 
every coffee shop and every café

THE THINGS THAT  
HELPED ME COPE 

• Talking to nurses 

• Having a job at the hospital – 
feeling part of the solution 

• Shouting at the telly 

• Chocolate covered hobnobs 

• My garden 

• My family, friends, running 
and meditating 

• Foam bananas fae M&S 

• Aroma Staff

WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT 

• We can do this 

• We rock 

• You guys are heroes, thank 
you so much. I couldn’t be 
more proud of our NHS. 

• NHS Family, we got this! 

• Keep your sense of humour 

• Sometimes the bravest and 
most important thing you 
can do just show up

2020 IN 5 WORDS 

• Was a good January 

• Get the door Frank! 

• Underwhelming, Netflix, 
baked potatoes, sleep 

• You are on mute! 

• Growing, adapting, overcoming, 
learning, supporting 

• Strength, compassion, sadness, 
appreciation, love

• Makes you appreciate normal life 

• Weird apocalypse without the looting 

• Tears, goals, family, pyjamas, challenge 

I’M THANKFUL FOR.... 

• My kids 

• Hospital canteen open at night 
during COVID 1st wave

• Family and friends and 205 

• The catering store boys: 
John + Barry! 

• Chicken fillet and chips 

• NHS staff 

• Family, friends and  
Hobbycraft!

Life after COVID

2020 in 5 wordsT he things that 
  helped me cope

Words of 
     encouragement

I’m thankful for...

Sometimes the bravest and most important 
thing you can do is just show up.
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ARTROOM

We can’t talk about Artroom and not mention 

how it has been affected by Covid. Nothing 

and no one has come out of this unscathed. 

However, going into lockdown brought 

unexpected gifts – time to think, meet up 

(digitally of course), talk and plan. These 

previously scarce luxuries helped us explore 

what was needed to engage participants 

in a different way to our usual model.

Our artists attended training, workshops, 

and learning days to refresh their skills. We 

investigated new ideas, found creative tech 

solutions for digital engagement, and had to 

adapt to the uncertain world of working in 

arts in healthcare during a global pandemic.

The Corra Foundation awarded us generous 

funding for art packs. Almost 500 packs 

have gone out to ARI, Roxburghe House, 

Woodend, RACH, RCH, and participants 

in the local community who had been 

attending day units closed due to Covid.

The artists started ‘Artroom online’, a 

digital session open to all staff and patients 

– which is still running after more than 

a year of restrictions, stops and starts. 

Our artists have worked tirelessly to get 

sessions up and running and deliver as 

many 1-1 sessions as we can fit in. Our 

artists and writer at Roxburghe House 

set up a digital Artroom table and have 

continued 1-1 sessions using the art packs 

as a first point of contact with participants.

During the second lockdown in winter, we 

set up a kids Artroom club, to help stressed 

parents who were juggling working from 

home with looking after their little ones. 

These sessions were hugely popular and 

ran alongside our main Artroom session.

Funding dependent, we’re planning to 

introduce a pilot for an Artroom referral 

system that we will roll out in phases 

next year, designed to increase our reach 

and maximise the impact of Artroom.

“ Since being given a year prognosis for 
inoperable and untreatable return of 
bowel cancer in January 2021, I have 
twice been admitted to Roxburghe 
House Aberdeen. On the first occasion 
I was given a little pack of art materials 
via GHAT and Friends of Roxburghe 
House. I enjoyed using them and 
brought them back in with me the 
second time and have used them daily. 

Yesterday was my very lowest day 
psychologically as physical weakness 
and psychological despair met. I simply 
could not have got through it without 
my art pack. I want to stress not only 
how grateful I am for the supply of 
something but the supply of quality. It 
was only because the materials have 
the scope that quality provides that 
they allowed me to escape into layers 
of feeling, to flow rather than struggle 
and to have pleasure in what came 
despite my fragility. It is impossible to 
express how much that pack has meant 
to me but I wanted to try and hope this 
can reach all who made it possible.” 

-  Alison Chandler, Roxburghe House patient
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PROJECTS

NHSG projects

During 2020 GHAT project managers 

continued to support NHSG capital projects 

as we all worked from home. However, we 

also looked at ways to support NHSG staff 

in the newly developing virtual world. 

Feelgood Friday

Feelgood Friday webpage and Newsletter 

was a response to COVID 19. GHAT 

wanted to create a one-stop-shop online 

resource aimed at NHSG Staff that was 

easy to access with minimum fuss and 

helped with downtime during their busy 

shifts. The project was to develop a 

curated webpage on the GHAT website 

and a weekly newsletter with information 

about GHAT activity, things to do online 

and content from other organisations.

The name ‘Feelgood Friday’ came directly 

from the NHSG Covid 19 Brief from the 27th 

March 2020. NHSG Corporate Comms had 

collected goodwill messages to staff from 

the public and issued a Feelgood Friday 

document as part of their daily brief.

The weekly online Newsletter ran for 

21 weeks, from April through to August, 

with activities ranging from animation 

workshops, online festivals, podcasts, 

playlists, children’s activities and recipes. 

The Feelgood Friday page is on the 

GHAT website at www.ghat-art.org.uk/

feel-good-friday/ where you can still 

access the activities and have a listen 

to the GHAT Feelgood Friday playlist.

THAT PLAYLIST IS REALLY 
VERY GOOD! I’M 
ACTUALLY MORE OF AN 
OPERA AND CLASSICAL 
MUSIC TYPE, BUT AM 
REALLY ENJOYING 
YOUR LATEST OFFERING 
- AND IT CERTAINLY 
MAKES HOUSEHOLD 
CHORES GO QUICKER!

THANKS FOR 
POINTING ME IN 
THE DIRECTION OF 
CREATIVE SCOTLAND 
SPOTIFY PLAYLISTS!

I LOOK FORWARD 
TO THE ARRIVAL OF 
FEELGOOD FRIDAY. 
IT HAS AN EXCELLENT 
BALANCE OF CONTENT. 
PERSONALLY I ENJOY THE 
HISTORICAL CONTENT 
AND EXHIBITION NEWS.

IT IS A GREAT 
RESOURCE. KEEP UP 
THE GOOD WORK!

AMPLIFY – DRAMATIC CONVERGENCE

Dramatic Convergence is part of the overall Amplify project, 

a participatory project funded by Creative Scotland. GHAT 

developed this idea with Aberdeen Performing Arts and 

NHS Grampian Archives to celebrate the centenary of the 

Joint Hospital Scheme. The Joint Hospital Scheme was the 

first to bring public health services and medical education 

together in one location. This ultimately resulted in what 

can be seen now on the Foresterhill Health Campus.

In early 2021 we commissioned 4 artists, Graeme Roger, 

Lucie Treacher, Chris Lee and Adrian Reid, to collaborate 

on the project with APA’s Youth Theatre both online and 

in socially distanced workshops, to create a body of 

work that will include an exhibition and publication at the 

end of the year. They hit the ground running by delving 

into material and footage from NHSG Archives and the 

National Library of Scotland Moving Image Archive.
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SHARED COLLECTIVE  
HERITAGE

Shared Collective Heritage is a project 

focusing on the importance of the GHAT 

Art Collection to the ‘eco-system’ of arts in 

the Grampian region funded by National 

Heritage Scotland. We have been making 

a series of films that examine the lives 

and work of key artists within the GHAT 

Art Collection. These have been created 

as instructional films on how to look at 

and write about art, alongside a series of 

insightful conservation films that range 

from what you can do at home with your 

own possessions to caring for a museum 

collection. They range from geeky detail to 

how to look after your holiday snaps, and 

there’s something for everyone to learn! 

Some have been filmed at GHAT in the art 

stores and galleries, some at Aberdeen Art 

Gallery and the Maritime Museum, and some 

at Peacock Visual Arts. We’re also hoping 

to get to Orkney to film at Pier Arts Centre 

soon about the life of Sylvia Wishart. Maybe 

we’re biased, but the BBC are going to be 

knocking on our door to borrow some of 

our presenters and artists sometime soon! 

UNION ST    
by Bill Baxter

ABERDEEN SUNRISE    
by Richard Demarco 

QUEEN’S CINEMA     
by Charmaine Hall 
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